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Virtual MIMO-based Cross Layer Design for
Wireless Sensor Networks

Yong Yuan, Zhihai He, and Min Chen

Abstract— In this paper a novel multi-hop virtual MIMO
communication protocol is proposed by the cross layer design
to jointly improve the energy efficiency, reliability and end-to-
end (ETE) QoS provisioning in wireless sensor network (WSN).
In the protocol, the traditional LEACH protocol is extended
by incorporating the cooperative MIMO communication, multi-
hop routing and hop-by-hop recovery schemes. Based on the
protocol, the overall energy consumption per packet transmission
is modelled and the optimal set of transmission parameters is
found. Then, the issues of ETE QoS provisioning of the protocol
are considered. The ETE latency and throughput of the protocol
are modelled in terms of the BER performance of each link.
Then, a nonlinear constrained programming model is developed
to find the optimal BER performance of each link to meet the
ETE QoS requirements with minimum energy consumption. And
the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is employed to
solve the problem. Simulation results show the effectiveness of
the proposed protocol in energy saving and QoS provisioning.

Index Terms— Wireless sensor network, virtual MIMO, cross-
layer design, energy efficiency, reliability, QoS provisioning

I. I NTRODUCTION

W Ireless communication has been identified as the
dominant power-consuming operation in WSN, which

makes the energy efficiency a necessity for the wireless com-
munication scheme. And in the harsh working environments,
channel fading, interference and radio irregularity further pose
challenges on the design of such scheme. On the other
hand, most applications of WSN, such as target tracking,
habitat sensing and fire detection, etc, have requirements on
reliability and ETE QoS in terms of latency and throughput.
Energy efficiency, reliability and QoS provisioning in WSN
are multifaceted problems influenced by the physical, MAC,
network and transport layers. The energy efficient wireless
communication schemes, routing schemes, power conservation
schemes and reliable transportation schemes should be jointly
considered to maximize the performance.

As MIMO technology has the potential to dramatically
increase the channel capacity or reduce transmission energy
consumption in fading channels, virtual MIMO schemes have
been proposed for WSN to improve communication perfor-
mance [1]–[8]. In those schemes, multiple individual single-
antenna nodes cooperate on information transmission and/or
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reception for energy-efficient communications. In this paper,
we propose a novel multi-hop virtual MIMO communication
protocol based on cross layer design to improve the energy
efficiency, reliability and provide the ETE QoS guarantee. In
the protocol, radio irregularity of wireless communications,
multi-hop routing, hop-by-hop recovery and ETE QoS provi-
sioning are jointly considered with the virtual MIMO scheme.
During the transmission, the sensor nodes are organized into
multiple clusters, and the cluster heads (denoted byCHs) form
a multi-hop backbone. To improve the energy efficiency and
reliability, the virtual MIMO scheme and hop-by-hop recovery
scheme are incorporated into each single-hop transmission
between each pair ofCHs, and theCH can adaptively select
the cooperative nodes (denoted byCNs) according to the
channel qualities based on a novel strategy. The average
energy consumption per successful packet transmission by
the protocol is modelled, and an optimal set of transmission
parameters, including the BER performance, the number of
CNs and the number of hops, is found to minimize the
overall energy consumption. On the other hand, the queuing
latency and throughput for packet transmission on each link
will be dependent on the average transmission times per
successful packet transmission, which is determined by the
BER performance on the link in the hop-by-hop recovery
scheme. Accordingly, the ETE latency and throughput will be
determined by the set of BER performances of all links. Based
on this observation, the ETE QoS performances of latency and
throughput are modelled by the queuing theory in terms of the
BER performances of all links. And a nonlinear constrained
optimization model is developed to seek the optimal BER
performance for each link to meet the ETE QoS requirements
with minimum energy consumption. The particle swarm opti-
mization (PSO) algorithm is employed to solve the problem.
Note that the issue of ETE QoS provisioning by the cross
layer design of the virtual MIMO scheme is considered the
first time in the paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the related work. In Section III, the system archi-
tecture and design of the virtual MIMO protocol are described.
Then, the system analysis, including the energy consumption
analysis and ETE QoS modelling, is described in Section IV.
And the simulation results are presented in Section VI. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to the virtual MIMO scheme
design and ETE QoS provisioning in WSN. We will give a
brief review of the works in these aspects.
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As for the work of virtual MIMO scheme design, X. Li
proposed a virtual MIMO scheme based on the space-time
block code (STBC) using two [1] or more [2] cooperative
sensors to provide transmission diversity in WSN with neither
antenna-array nor transmission synchronization. The author
argued that in the scheme, the full diversity and full rate
are achieved which enhances power/bandwidth efficiency and
reliability. And in [3], X. Li also proposed a blind channel
estimation and equalization scheme in such scheme. B. Azimi-
sadjadi, et al, [4] proposed a method in CDMA wireless
multi-hop networks which groups transmission nodes into
cooperative clusters to reduce the total power expenditure of
transmitting nodes. S. Cui [5] analyzed a cooperative MIMO
scheme with Alamouti code for single-hop transmission in
WSN. S. K. Jayaweera considered the training overheads
of such scheme in [6], and found that the training over-
heads can be modelled as proportional to the number of
cooperative nodes. S. K. Jayaweera also proposed a virtual
MIMO communication architecture based on the VBLAST
processing [7]. J. N. Laneman also did the research work on
the system capacity analysis of the virtual MIMO scheme in
[8]. S. Jagannathan et al [9] investigated the effect of time
synchronization errors on the performance of the cooperative
MIMO systems, and concluded that the cooperative MIMO
scheme has a good tolerance of up to 10% clock jitter. The
above authors focus on the MIMO schemes design in WSN
and the analysis of system capacity and energy consumption.
However, they did not consider the impacts of the specific
issues of multi-hop networking, reliable transmission and ETE
QoS provisioning on the virtual MIMO scheme, which may
result in sub-optimal system performances. Our work differs
mainly with theirs in that the cross layer design is considered,
which integrates the virtual MIMO scheme with the multi-hop
routing scheme, recovery scheme and ETE QoS provisioning.

ETE QoS provisioning in WSN has many applications, such
as real-time target tracking in battle environments, emergent
event triggering in monitoring applications, etc. The applica-
tions often have the QoS requirements in terms of ETE latency
and throughput. Sequential Assignment Routing (SAR) is the
first routing protocol for WSN that includes a notion of QoS
in its routing decisions [10]. SPEED [11] is an adaptive real-
time routing protocol that aims to reduce the ETE deadline
miss ratio in WSN. M. Chen proposed an energy-efficient
differentiated directed diffusion protocol to support both best
effort and real-time traffic at the same time [12]. The purpose
is to meet the ETE delay constraint of the real-time traffic
and maximize the throughput of the best effort traffic at the
same time. K.Akkaya also used a Weighted Fair Queuing
(WFQ) based packet scheduling to achieve the ETE delay
bound in [13]. We also proposed an integrated energy and
QoS aware wireless transmission scheme for WSN [14], in
which the QoS requirements in the application layer, the
modulation and transmission schemes in the data link layer
and physical layer are jointly optimized. In this paper, we
consider the problem of energy aware QoS provisioning in
another way, that is to model the ETE QoS performance and
overall energy consumption in terms of the BER performance
of each link based on the cross layer design of the multi-hop

virtual MIMO protocol. And then, the search for the optimal
BER performance of each link is modelled as a nonlinear
constrained optimization problem.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTUREAND PROTOCOLDESIGN

The reference system architecture of the proposed multi-
hop virtual MIMO protocol is shown in Fig.1, where the data
bits collected by multiple source nodes will be transmitted
to a remote sink by multiple hops. During the transmission,
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Fig. 1. Multi-hop virtual MIMO Protocol

the sensor nodes will be organized intokc clusters. And
the transmission in each hop can be divided into two main
operations. First, theCH will broadcast the data bits to theCNs
in local cluster. An AWGN channel with squared power path
loss is assumed in such transmission due to the short intra-
cluster transmission range. Then, theCNs will encode and
transmit the data bits to theCH in the next hop according to
the orthogonal space-time block codes (STBC). We assume the
frequency-nonselective slow Rayleigh fading channel withkth

power path loss in such transmission. The distance between
the source cluster to the target cluster consisting the sink is
denoted byd, the number of hops is denoted byH, and the
number ofCNs in each hop transmission is denoted byJ .
BPSK is used as the modulation scheme due to its efficiency
in virtual MIMO design [7]. The bandwidth is denoted by
B. Based on the system architecture shown in Fig.1, we will
present the strategy to find appropriateCNs in the single-hop
communications in Section III.A and present the overall cluster
based multi-hop virtual MIMO protocol in Section III.B.

A. Strategy to Choose Cooperative Nodes

To improve the energy saving performance of single-hop
communications betweenCHs, appropriate strategy should be
designed to choose theCNs. SupposeJ nodes will transmit
data to aCH t by the cooperative MIMO scheme. Since the
distance among the nodes is much larger than the carrier wave-
length, we assume the transmission from eachCN experiences
independent fading. Denote the distance and path loss forCN
j asdj andkj respectively. TheCNs will encode and transmit
the transmission sequence according to the orthogonal space-
time block codes (STBC) toCH t. To analyze the energy
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consumption of the cooperative scheme, we refine the results
presented in [5]. In [5] an equal transmit power allocation
scheme is used since the channel state information (CSI) is
not available at the transmitter. However, in our protocol the
average attenuation of the channel between eachCN and t
can be estimated during the formation of the clusters, so we
can use an equal signal-to-noise (SNR) policy to allocate the
transmit power due to its spectral efficiency and simplicity
[16]. The average energy consumption per bit transmission by
BPSK in such scheme can be approximated as Eqn.(1).

Ebt = (1 + α)
N0

P
1
J

b

J∑

j=1

(4π)2dkj

j

GtGrλ2
MlNf +

(JPct + Pcr)
B

(1)

where α is the efficiency of the power amplifier,N0 is
the single-sided noise power spectral density,Ml is the link
margin, Nf is the receiver noise figure,Gt and Gr are the
transmitter and receiver antenna gains respectively,λ is the
wavelength,Pct and Pcr are the transmit and receive circuit
power consumption.

The average attenuation of the channel for nodej can be
estimated as follows. Assume the channel is symmetric, andt
transmits a signal with transmit powerPout, then the power of
the received signal at nodej, Pjt can be described by Eqn.(2).

Pjt = Pout
GtGrλ

2

(4π)2dkj

j MlNf

=
Pout

G(dj , kj)
(2)

whereG(dj , kj) = Pout

Pjt
=

(4π)2d
kj
j

GtGrλ2 MlNf . Therefore, Eqn.(1)
can be reformulated as

Ebt = (1 + α)
N0

P
1
J

b

J∑

j=1

G(dj , kj) +
(JPct + Pcr)

B
(3)

According to Eqn.(3), the transmit power of nodej to
communicate withCH t can be described by Eqn.(4).

Poutjt = G(dj , kj)
N0B

P
1
J

b

(4)

From Eqn.(3), Ebt can be minimized by choosing an
appropriate set ofCNs, whoseG(dj , kj) are minimal. In
addition, in order to balance the energy consumption, we
defineβjt = Ej

G(dj ,kj)
as the selection criterion whereEj is

the remaining energy. The rationale behind such criterion is
that the node, which requires smaller energy to communicate
with CH t and has largerEj , should have a larger chance to
be selected as theCN. Therefore,J nodes with maximumβjt

will be chosen as theCNs to communicate withCH t.

B. Protocol Design

In this subsection, we will design the overall cluster based
multi-hop virtual MIMO protocol. In the design, theCHs form
a multi-hop backbone, and the cooperative MIMO scheme
is incorporated into each hop transmission. As assumed in
LEACH [15] protocol, each node has a unique node’s ID. The
transmit power of each node can be adjusted. Similarly, the
operations of the proposed protocol are broken intorounds.
Each round consists of three phases: cluster formation phase,

during which the clusters are organized andCNs are selected;
routing phase, during which routing table is constructed;
transmission phase, during which data are transferred from
the nodes to theCH and forwarded to the sink.

1) Cluster formation phase:In the cluster formation phase,
each node will elect itself to be aCH with a probability based
on its remaining energy. After theCHs are elected, eachCH
will broadcast an advertisement message (ADV) by transmit
powerPout using a nonpersistent CSMA MAC protocol. The
message contains the head’s ID. If aCH receives the ADV
from another headt and the received signal strength(rss)
exceeds a thresholdth, it will take CH t as a neighborCH
and recordt’s ID. If a non CH nodej receives an ADV from
CH t andrss exceedsth, it will calculate and saveG(dj , kj),
βjt and Poutjt by Eqn.(2) and Eqn.(4) for the selection of
CNs for t. Then nodej will join the cluster, from theCH of
which the maximumrss is received, by sending a join-request
message (Join-REQ) to the correspondingCH. This message
includes the information of the node’s ID, theCH’s ID and
the corresponding values ofβjts. After aCH has received all
Join-REQs, it will set up a TDMA schedule and transmit it
to the nodes in the cluster as done in LEACH protocol. If the
sink receives the ADV, it will find theCH with maximumrss,
and send the sink-position (Sink-POS) message to theCH and
mark theCH as the target cluster head (TCH).

After the clusters are formed, eachCH will select corre-
sponding optimalJ CNs for cooperative MIMO communica-
tions with each of its neighborCH. As stated in Section IV.A,
theJ nodes with maximumβjt will be chosen to communicate
with a neighborCH t. If no such J nodes can be found
for t, t will be removed from the neighbor list, since it will
consume too much energy for communications witht. The
reason maybe there is any obstacles between theCH and
t. After the selections of theCNs, the total energy per bit
transmission for communications witht, Ebt, can be derived
by Eqn.(1). Then,Ebt, the ID set of theCNs for each neighbor
CH will be saved. At the end of this phase, theCH will
broadcast a cooperate-request message(COOPERATE-REQ)
to eachCN, which contains the ID of the cluster, the ID
of the neighbor cluster headt, the ID of the node, and the
index of the node in theCNs set. EachCN that receives the
COOPERATE-REQ message will save the ID oft, the index
and the transmit powerPoutjt and send back a cooperate-ACK
message(COOPERATE-ACK) to theCH.

We assume the nodes are locally time synchronized in
each cluster at the end of this phase. This could be achieved
by having eachCH transmit a reference carrier and all its
cluster members lock to this reference carrier using a phase
locked loop. In fact, the clock jitter at the transmit nodes
in transmission will cause inter-symbol interference (ISI). An
accurate synchronization algorithm should be implemented to
reduce the ISI, which will cost significant energy consumption.
However, as stated in [9], the clock jitter as large as10% of
the bit time do not have much effect on the BER performance
for the cooperative MIMO scheme. So we do not implement
the accurate synchronization algorithm to save energy.

2) Routing phase:To construct the routing table, the basic
ideas of distance-vector based routing will be used. EachCH
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will maintain a routing table, in which each entry contains
Destination Cluster ID, Next Hop Cluster ID, IDs of CNs,
Mean Energy Consumption Per Bit. Initially, only the records
for the neighborCHs exist in the routing table. Then eachCH
will simply inform its neighborCHs of its routing table. After
receiving route advertisements from neighborCHs, the CH
will update its routing table according to route cost and notify
its neighborCHs the modified routes. After several rounds of
route exchange and update, the routing table of eachCH will
be converged to the optimal one. Then, TCH will flood a target
announcement message (TARGET-ANNOUNCEMENT) con-
taining its ID to eachCH to enable the creation of the paths
to it.

3) Data transmission:In this phase, cluster members will
transmit their data to theCH by multiple frames. In each
frame, each cluster member will transmit its data during its
allocated transmission slot specified by the TDMA schedule
in Cluster Formation Phase, and then sleep in other slots to
save energy. The duration of a frame and the number of frames
transmitted to theCH in a slot are the same for all clusters.
Thus the duration of each slot depends on the number of
nodes in the cluster. After aCH receives data frames from its
cluster members, it will perform data aggregation to remove
the redundancy in the data. After aggregating received data
frames, theCH will forward the data packets to the TCH by
multiple-hops routing. In each single-hop communication, if
there existJ CNs, theCH will add a packet header to the
data packet, which includes the information of source cluster
ID, next-hop cluster ID and destination cluster ID.

In order to improve the reliability in data transmission, the
CH will buffer and encode the data packet according to the
linear block coding. Then the encoded data packet broadcast.
Once the correspondingCNs receive the data packet, they will
encode the data packet by orthogonal STBC, and transmit to
theCH in the next hop as an individual antenna with transmit
powerPoutjt in the MIMO antenna array. In the cooperative
MIMO scheme, the transmission delay and channel estimation
scheme proposed in [1] can be used in decoding. After
receiving the packet, theCH in the next hop will decode
it and correct the bit errors by the linear block coding. If
a word error occurs after decoding, it will send a NACK
message to the previousCH to retransmit, otherwise it will
send an ACK message to the previousCH to remove the
buffered packet. The stop-and-wait ARQ scheme is used in
retransmission, since the propagation latency can be ignored
in the small transmission distance in WSN.

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Based on the protocol design in Section III, we modelled
the energy consumption and end-to-end QoS provisioning in
terms of the transmission parameters in this section. And some
considerations about the protocol are also discussed.

A. Energy Consumption Analysis of The Protocol

In the protocol, the hop-by-hop recovery scheme is used to
improve the reliability. So the intermediateCH will decode
the packet, correct the bit errors, encode and broadcast it

again. If a word error occurs after decoding, it will request the
previousCH to send again. So the overall energy consumption
per successful packet transmission by the protocol is jointly
determined by the energy consumption per time transmission
and the average transmission times for each hop.

1) Energy consumption per packet transmission in each
hop: As the design of the protocol, the energy consumption
per packet transmission in each hop mainly comes from the
encode/decode operations, the transmission in local cluster
by broadcasting and the transmission between clusters by the
virtual MIMO scheme. We assume the employed linear block
code as(n,m, t), in whichm information bits will be encoded
into a symbol word withn bits. In analysis, we denote the
encoded symbol word as a packet, so the packet size is justn
bits. DenoteEcode as the energy consumption of the baseband
signal processing to perform encoding algorithm,Eenc and
decoding algorithm,Edec. TheEcode of different BCH codes
can be found in [17]. Other energy consumption in baseband
signal processing is ignored.

Under the assumption of AWGN channel with squared
power path loss, the average energy consumption per packet
transmission can be described by Eqn.(5).

E0(d0, J) = nrd2
0 +

nPct

B
+

nJPcr

B
(5)

whered0 is the transmission distance in the local cluster,r is
a constant based on the circuit design.

In modelling the overall energy consumption for packet
transmission between clusters by the virtual MIMO scheme,
we need to consider the training overhead caused by channel
estimation in addition to the model in Eqn.(3). According to
[6] the number of required training symbols is proportional
to the number ofCNs, we suppose that the block size of the
STBC code isF symbols and in each block we includepJ
training symbols. And we also assume the differences among
dj , kj of theCNs are neglectable in modelling since the inter-
cluster distance is much larger than the intra-cluster distance.
Then, the total energy consumption per packet transmission in
the jth hop can be described by

E1(Pb, dhj , J) =
nF

F − pJ

(
JN0

P
1
J

b

G(dhj , k) +
JPct + Pcr

B

)

(6)
wheredhj is the inter-cluster distance of thejth hop and the
definition of G(d, k) can be found in Section III.A.

Based on the above analysis, the total energy consumption
per packet transmission in thejth hop can be stated as

Eh(j) = Ecode + E0(d0, J) + E1(Pb, dhj , J) (7)

2) Overall energy consumption per packet transmission:
Based on the above analysis, in order to model the overall
energy consumption per packet transmission, we need further
analyze the average transmission times per packet transmission
in each hop. According to [18], the word error probability for
the linear block code(n,m, t) can be computed as

Pw(Pb) =
n∑

i=t+1

(
n

i

)
P i

b (1− Pb)
(n−i) (8)
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So the average transmission times for each hop can be
described as 1

1−Pw(Pb)
. Then, the overall energy consumption

per packet transmission can be described by

Eoverall = 1
1−Pw(Pb)

×{
H[Ecode + E0(d0, J)] +

∑H
j=1 E1(Pb, dhj , J)

}

(9)
As shown in Eqn.(9),Pb has both impacts on the average

transmission times and the energy consumption per time
transmission, which should be traded off in minimizing the
overall energy consumption. And the transmission parameters,
including Pb, H and J , should also be jointly optimized
to minimize the overall energy consumption according to
Eqn.(9). And if we assume theCHs are deployed uniformly.
Then, the transmission distance of each hop,dhj will be
identical. And the number of clusters,kc can be estimated
as H2 in the square sense region. Some realistic constraints
can be introduced in seeking the parameters, such asJ ≤ 5,
kc ≤ N

3 , whereN is the number of nodes in WSN. The first
constraint comes from the fact that too manyCNs will cause
large circuit energy consumption while the performance does
not increased much. Given the number of nodes in WSN fixed,
the largerkc is, the smaller size of the cluster is. Thus, the
second constraint guarantees the size of the cluster is large
enough to make efficient aggregation. After determiningPb,
kc and J , they will be programmed into the nodes before
deployment, so that the energy efficient topology will be
formed during the transmission by the protocol. On the other
hand,Pb in each hop transmission has impact on the average
transmission times and ETE latency and throughput in turn.
The impacts will be modelled in next subsection.

Another point should be mentioned is that we also compared
the hop-by-hop recovery scheme to the end-to-end recovery
scheme similar to [18] in the protocol design, and found that
the hop-by-hop recovery scheme is more energy efficient. Due
to the limited space, we will not discuss it here.

B. End-to-end QoS Model of The Protocol

As the protocol design in Section III, during transmission
eachCH will find the minimum energy consumption relaying
route among otherCHs to the sink. The multi-hop data trans-
mission topology amongCHs can be treated as a shortest path
tree (SPT), which is shown in Fig.2. The BER performance,

S2S1 S4S3 R1DR1PbR1
PbS1 PbS2 PbS3 PbS4PbR2

Fig. 2. The Shortest Path Tree of The Cluster Heads

Pb, on each link will determine the packet throughput, which
can be treated as the packet service rateµ for the sender of
the link. Therefore, the queuing latency and throughput of the
node can be modelled byPb according to the queuing theory.
Based on the result, the ETE latency and throughput can also
be modelled in terms of thePbs of all links.

1) The QoS performance along each path:According to
the assumptions in Section IV.A, the mean time to transmit a
packet can be described astf = nF

B(F−pJ) . Since the stop-and-
wait ARQ scheme is used, the throughput can be described as
Eqn.(10) when the propagation latency, the processing latency
and the ACK packet transmission latency are ignored [21].

G =
1− Pw(Pb)

tf
(10)

From the view point of the network layer, the throughput
can be viewed as the packet service rate, which can be
described asµ = 1−Pw(Pb)

tf
packets/s. Suppose the packets

arrive according to the Possion process and the packet arrival
rate is denoted byλ. Let P0(µ, λ), PN (µ, λ) and W (µ, λ)
denote the probabilities of the queue being empty, being full
and the mean sojourn time for a packet including queuing and
servicing. The existing solutions by the queuing theory can be
used directly to computeP0, PN andW [14].

2) The model of end-to-end QoS performance:Now we
are ready to model the ETE QoS performance in terms of
the BER performance of each link in SPT. The SPT can be
represented byT =< V, ET >, where node setV is the set
of all CHs in the SPT, and edge setET denotes the set of
directed communication links between each pair ofCHs in
the SPT.V can be grouped into two subsets, the set of leaf
CHs (denoted byVs) and the set of internalCHs (denoted by
Vr). As for the leafCH, such asS1 in Fig.2, it only receives
the packets from its members. However, the internalCH, such
asR1 in Fig.2, not only receives the packets from its members
but also the packets from its childrenCHs in SPT. Then, the
packet arrival rate can be described by

λi =
{

λc, (i ∈ Vs)∑
j∈Nsi

µj(Pbj)(1− P0(µj(Pbj), λj)) + λc, (i ∈ Vr)
(11)

whereNsi is the set of childrenCHs in SPT,λc is the intra-
cluster packet arrival rate andµj(Pbjk) = 1−Pw(Pbj)

tf
. To

simplify the analysis, we assumeλcs are the same for all
clusters. However, the extension to the scenario with different
λc is simple. Therefore, the probabilities of the queue being
empty, being full and the mean sojourn time of a packet
transmission forCH j can be described asP0(µj(Pbj), λj),
PN (µj(Pbj), λj) andW (µj(Pbj), λj). DenoteLj as the path
from CH j to the sink in SPT, the ETE latency and throughput
for j can be described by

Laj =
∑

i∈Lj
W (µi(Pbi), λi)

Thj =
∏

i∈Lj
(1− PN (µi(Pbi), λi))

(12)

And the mean ETE latency and throughput for the whole
network can be described by

La({Pbj}) =
∑

j∈Vs∪Vr
λjLaj∑

j∈Vs∪Vr
λj

Th({Pbj}) =
∑

j∈Vs∪Vr
λjThk∑

j∈Vs∪Vr
λj

(13)

Strictly speaking, we only considered the QoS performance
of the inter-cluster communication in Eqn.(13). We have
considered the QoS performance of the intra-cluster commu-
nication in [14], which will not be discussed here due to the
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limited space. On the other hand, based on the analysis in
Section IV.A, the overall energy consumption of allCHs is

Ea({Pbj}) =
∑

j∈Vs∪Vr

1
1−Pw(Pbj)

×
[Ecode + E0(d0, J) + E1(Pbj , dj , J)]

(14)

3) The optimization model:Based on the above analysis,
we developed a model to find the optimal{Pbj} to minimize
the overall energy consumption under the application’s ETE
QoS requirements, which is shown in Tab.I.

TABLE I

THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Objective:minEa({Pbj}). Refer to Eqn.(14) for the expression ofEa(Pbj).
Subject to:

• The requirement on mean ETE latency,La({Pbj}) ≤ τapp.
• The requirement on mean ETE packet loss ratio,Th({Pbj}) ≤ thapp.
• Pbmin ≤ Pbj ≤ Pbmax.

Expected solution:Find the optimal{Pbj}.

By solving the optimization model, we can obtain the
optimal {Pbj} to meet the ETE QoS requirements with mini-
mum energy cost. However, the problem shown in Tab.I is a
nonlinear constrained optimization problems, which is difficult
to solve especially when the number of clusters is large. Due
to its efficiency in solving such optimization problems, we use
the PSO algorithm to find the optimal solution. PSO algorithm
is an evolutionary programming technique where a ’swarm’
of test solutions, analogous to a natural swarm of bees, ants
or termites, is allowed to interact and cooperate to find the
best solution to the given problem [20]. In using the PSO
algorithm to solve our problem, we define the particle as the
vector containing the{Pbj}. A population withNp particles
are generated. And the PSO algorithm is iterated forNiter

times to find the optimal solution. Also since our problem
is a constrained optimization problem, we convert it to an
unconstrained one by the punished function.

During the transmission, the sink node will gather the
information about the topology of the SPT andG(dhj , k) of
each link to find the optimalPbj for each link by Tab.I. As the
protocol design, in the cluster formation phase, eachCH will
calculate and recordG(dhj , k) of each neighborCH. And in
the routing phase, eachCH can find the optimal next hopCH
to TCH. Then, eachCH will transmit a packet including the
ID of the next hopCH to TCH and the relatedG(dhj , k) to the
sink. Based on these packets, the sink can get the necessary
information. Then, the sink will carry out the PSO algorithm
to find the optimalPbj of each link by Tab.I. Since the sink
is more powerful than the sensor node, it can find the optimal
Pbjs efficiently by using PSO algorithm. After determining the
optimal Pbj for each link in the SPT, the sink will transmit it
to the relatedCHs via the control packet. After receiving the
control packet, theCH will broadcast in its cluster a transmit
power adjustment packet includingPbj and the ID of its parent
CH in the SPT. After receiving the adjustment packet, theCNs
corresponding to the parentCH will adjust the transmit power
by thePbj according to Eqn.(4).

C. Discussion

Energy consumption, reliability and QoS provisioning are
conflicting objectives in WSN. In the protocol design, they
are traded off by adjustingPb of each link. The lowPb will
decrease the average transmission times per successful packet
transmission, which will result in low ETE latency and high
ETE throughput. However, the lowerPb will cost more energy
in the packet transmission. In current design, the hop-by-hop
reliability is accomplished by the recovery scheme, which
will cost different amount of energy for a successful packet
transmission based onPb of the link. And the ETE throughput
can also be treated as a measure of the event-based reliability
[19], which should also be traded off with the overall energy
consumption by thePbs of all links.

On the other hand, the whole task of finding the optimal
Pbjs is carried out in the sink. In order to improve the
scalability, we can also design a distributed scheme to adjust
Pbj of each link online based on the idea similar to the
feedback control method in [14]. In the distributed scheme,
we can make the sink to estimate the actual ETE latency,
throughput and disseminate the difference to the required ETE
QoS performance to the childrenCHs in the SPT. And each
CH will adjust the Pb of the link to its’ parentCH based
on the feedback and the QoS performance introduced by its’
subtree. Since the task of calculation and information exchange
is distributed to eachCH, the scalability can be improved
greatly. And such distributed scheme is just the simplified
approximation scheme which can reduce the complexity of
the design to improve the efficiency of the protocol. Due to
the page limitation, we will present the work in the future.
The interested readers are referred to [14].

Another point should be mentioned is as follows. To incor-
porate the virtual MIMO scheme into the data transmission,
the design of cluster formation and routing schemes becomes
more complex. However, in the harsh working environments
with channel fading and radio irregularity, the advantages of
virtual MIMO scheme can overcome the overhead caused by
the complex design, which is shown in Section V.

V. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the energy saving performance
and QoS provisioning of the proposed protocol. The investi-
gated system parameters are shown in Tab.II.

TABLE II

THE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

r = 10pJ/bit/m2 Pct = 98.2mw Pcr = 112.6mw
d0 = 10m C2 = 4.0605e− 12 F = 200
Ecode =
(445 + 752)× 39nJ

[17] p = 2

Our experiments are organized as follows. First, to demon-
strate the energy saving performance of the proposed protocol
in the phenomena of fading and radio irregularity. Second, to
find the optimal{Pbj}s to meet the ETE QoS requirements
with minimum energy consumption by solving the problem
in Tab.I using PSO algorithm. In the experiments, the related
system parameters are the same as shown in Tab.II.
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TABLE III

INVESTIGATED SCENARIOS AND OPTIMAL PARAMETERS

Scenarios Pb S3 J S3 kc S3 kc S2 kc S1
N = 400 200m× 200m 0.03 3 13 41 25
N = 400 150m× 150m 0.03 3 18 27 9
N = 300 150m× 150m 0.03 3 16 28 9

A. The Energy Saving Performance of The Proposed Protocol

The energy saving performance of the proposed protocol,
denoted byS3, is compared with the original LEACH proto-
col, denoted byS1 and the multi-hop LEACH protocol, de-
noted byS2, which is a refined version of the proposed proto-
col with no cooperative MIMO communications implemented.
The hop-by-hop recovery scheme is also incorporated intoS2
andS3. During the simulation, three application scenarios are
considered as shown in Tab.III. To simulate the phenomena of
radio irregularity, the path loss of the communication between
each pair of nodes is distributed randomly from3 to 5. The
optimalkc, Pb andJ for the proposed protocol are determined
by minimizing Eqn.(9), wherekc = H2. The optimalkc for S1
is determined by the model in [15]. And we also developed
a model to find the optimalkc for S2, which will not be
discussed here due to the limited space. Tab.III gives the
optimal transmission parameters for the three protocols in the
investigated scenarios.

In comparison, the overall network energy efficiency is
defined as the percentage of alive nodes versus operation
rounds. Some typical results are presented in Fig.3, in which
the initial energy for each node is200(J). The percentages of
alive nodes of the three protocols in the investigated scenarios
are plotted versus operation rounds. From the experimental

Fig. 3. Compare energy efficiency of three protocols in three scenarios

results including those shown in Fig.3, we can see that even
with the overhead introduced by the protocol, the energy
efficiency is still improved greatly by the proposed protocol
based on virtual MIMO scheme. If define the network lifetime
of WSN as the duration of more than60% of network nodes
are alive, then we can observe that the network lifetime of
WSN with S1, S2 andS3 are about (287, 1215, 2000) rounds
for scenario1, (427, 2000, 3045) rounds for scenario2 and
(417, 1757, 2607) rounds for scenario3 respectively. The
improvement on network lifetime obtained by the proposed
protocol is about6 times and1.5 times overS1 andS2.

B. ETE QoS Provisioning by The Protocol

In order to investigate the ETE QoS provisioning ability of
the protocol, we vary the ETE QoS requirements and seek the
optimal Pb of each link by the model in Tab.I using the PSO
algorithm. In the investigated scenario,400 sensor nodes are
deployed randomly in a200m× 200m sensed region and the
nodes are clustered into22 clusters. Andλc for all CHs are
set to be60 pps. In the PSO algorithm,Np is set to be10000
andNiter is set to be100 in the simulation.

Figure 4 and 5 show the convergence of the minimum
overall energy consumption, ETE latency during the search
process of the PSO algorithm. The desired ETE latency and
throughput are fixed as0.01375s and0.94 respectively. From
Fig.4 and 5, we can find the algorithm can converge quickly
in about20 iterations. Therefore, the PSO algorithm is very
efficient to solve the problem.

Fig. 4. The minimum energy consumption versus iterations

Fig. 5. The acquired ETE latency versus iterations

Then, we vary the desired ETE latency from11.8ms to
14.8ms with ETE throughput requirement fixed as 0.78. And
the optimalPbs and the minimum overall energy consumption
are found by the PSO algorithm. And the energy saving
performance by employing the optimalPbs is defined as
ηE = Eref−Eopt

Eref
×100%, whereEref andEopt are the overall

energy consumptions by a random setting (meeting the ETE
QoS requirements) and optimal setting ofPbs. Figure 6 and 7
show the actual ETE latency and energy saving performance
varied with the desired ETE latency.

From the experimental results including those shown in
Fig.6 and Fig.7, it can be observed that the time-varying ETE
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Fig. 6. Actual ETE latency versus desired ETE latency

Fig. 7. Energy saving performance versus desired ETE latency

QoS requirements can be met efficiently by varying thePbs of
all links. And the significant energy saving performance can
be observed by selecting the optimalPbs.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the cross layer design of the virtual MIMO
scheme in considered to jointly improve energy efficiency,
reliability and provide the ETE QoS guarantee. In the scheme,
radio irregularity of wireless communications, multi-hop rout-
ing, hop-by-hop recovery and ETE QoS provisioning are
jointly considered with the virtual MIMO scheme. At first, a
distributed multi-hop virtual MIMO communication protocol
is proposed by the cross layer design. In the protocol, the
original LEACH protocol is extended by incorporating the co-
operative MIMO communication, multi-hop routing and hop-
by-hop recovery schemes. Based on the protocol, the overall
energy consumption per packet transmission is modelled and
the optimal transmission parameters are found. Then, the ETE
latency and throughput of the protocol are modelled in terms
of the BER performance of each link by the cross layer
design. Then, a nonlinear constrained programming model is
developed to find the optimal BER performances for all links.
And the PSO algorithm is employed to solve the programming
problem. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the
proposed protocol to achieve the goals of minimizing energy
consumption and ETE QoS provisioning.

In the future work, we are interested in incorporating the
network layer retransmission schemes into the protocol. And

a distributed scheme will be developed to adjust the BER
performance of each link in the SPT.
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